
4.OA.3 Unit Plan Lesson 1 

Lesson 1: Numberless Word Problems (90 minutes) 

Lesson Overview: This lesson will be introduced to multi-step problem solving with the use of 

numberless word problems. Students will learn story problems through reading the actual 

problem and discussing the context before being given the numbers to solve the problem. This 

will reinforce higher order thinking required to solve this type of problem. This will also increase 

student understanding on the foundation skill that will enable them to solve problems that are 

more complex in the future.  

Resources/Materials:  

 Numberless word problem PPT 

 story problem printout 

 pencil 

 Khan Academy 

 Mathological Liar 

 projector 

 computer 

Performance Objective: Given three multistep word problems, students will solve the problem 

correctly 100 % of the time in 3 out of 5 opportunities. 

Whole Group Instruction: 15 minutes 

Pre-Instructional Activities: Teacher will introduce numberless word problem concept. 

Problem of the Day will be scaffolded into steps that start with the problem being presented 

without using numbers to connect literacy to the story problem.    

Content Presentation: The teacher will present the problem: 

Numberless word problem PPT 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XE-tEiSElDaWAQedt6tmN7pZcJ3JAfva2TIvs4xwcL8/edit#slide=id.g109adabf59_0_136
Storyproblem.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XE-tEiSElDaWAQedt6tmN7pZcJ3JAfva2TIvs4xwcL8/edit#slide=id.g109adabf59_0_136
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Teacher will ask and keep track of student thinking with focus on key words some, fewer, less on 

board: 

1. What do you notice about the problem? wait time/discussion 
2. What do you wonder? wait time/discussion 

 

Students will brainstorm about what type of equations will be used to solve the problems, 

estimate possible answers, scaffold higher order thinking that will have the students read the 

problem and to understand context before given numbers to solve. 

Independent Practice: 15 Minutes 

Students will each be given the problem with numbers on a printout. Students will work with a 

partner to discuss the problem and find the solution. Students will show work and thought 

processes on the paper. Story problem printout 

Small Groups: 60 minutes (4 groups will rotate every 15 minutes, every students will rotate 

to use the 4 stations) 

Technology: SuccessMaker for progress monitoring (the technology station can be interchanged 

with resources that any school uses for monitoring student growth and progress, I am not able to 

provide login information for this activity as it is confidential as well as purchased for our 

school.) 

Independent Practice: Khan Academy class code TB9M7HMV 

Partner Practice: Mathological Liar 

Teacher Table/Formative Assessment:  

Students will be given three word problems to solve. After students have solved the problem they 

will share their work with the teacher, discuss answer and thought processes. Teacher will give 

feedback if problem is not solved correctly and students will rework if necessary.   

file:///C:/Users/Matt/Desktop/Storyproblem.pdf
https://www.khanacademy.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Edupress-Mathological-Liar-Grade-EP63397/dp/B007DYXKHG/ref=sr_1_39?keywords=math+mystery+grade+4&qid=1555462543&s=gateway&sr=8-39
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Performance Assessment: Given three multistep word problems, students will solve the problem 

correctly 100 % of the time in 3 out of 5 opportunities. 

 


